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Abstract
State of the art qubit systems are reaching the gatefidelities required for scalable quantum
computation architectures. Further improvements in thefidelity of quantumgates demands
characterization and benchmarking protocols that are efficient, reliable and extremely accurate.
Ideally, a benchmarking protocol should also provide information on how to rectify residual errors.
Gate set tomography (GST) is one such protocol designed to give detailed characterization of as-built
qubits.We implementedGSTon a high-fidelity electron-spin qubit confined by a single 31P atom in
28Si. The results reveal systematic errors that a randomized benchmarking analysis couldmeasure but
not identify, whereasGST indicated the need for improved calibration of the length of the control
pulses. After introducing thismodification, wemeasured a newbenchmark average gatefidelity of

( )99.942 8 %, an improvement on the previous value of ( )99.90 2 %. Furthermore, GST revealed high
levels of non-Markovian noise in the system,whichwill need to be understood and addressedwhen
the qubit is usedwithin a fault-tolerant quantum computation scheme.

1. Introduction

One of themain challenges in the physical implementation of a universal quantum computer lies in designing
quantumbits thatmeet the exquisite operation accuracies demanded by fault-tolerant quantum codes.
Sophisticated quantum error correction strategies [1–3]have driven required qubit tolerances down into the
realmof experimental possibility; numerical evidence suggests that gatefidelities as low as 99%might be
sufficient for fault-tolerant operation [4, 5]. Gate fidelities above this value have already been claimed by several
qubit systems, including liquid-stateNMR [6], atomic ions [7–9], superconducting qubits [10] and single spins
in semiconductors [11–13]. However, all of these demonstrations have been achieved in single or few-qubit
systems and it is likely that further optimizationwill be required in order tomaintain the highfidelities above the
fault tolerance threshold as the systems scale up.While problemswith low-fidelity qubits can be discerned and
addressed easily, improving high-fidelity qubits ismore challenging since onemust characterize the qubit
operation to an ever-increasing degree of accuracy. QuantumProcess Tomography (QPT) [14] has been a
primarymethod for characterizing qubit gates. By preparing a set of input states, applying the gate to be
evaluated to each state andmeasuring the output states via quantum state tomography, the operator (G)
corresponding to the applied gate can be extracted. The problemwith thismethod is that it assumes perfect state
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preparation andmeasurement (SPAM); therefore, the accuracy inG is limited by the ratio of SPAM to gate errors
[15, 16].Most commonquantum error correction codes requiremuch higherfidelity on the qubit logic gates
than on SPAM [4, 5]. The experimental push to increase gate fidelities without the need to improve asmuch in
SPAM, is renderingQPTobsolete as ameans to characterize qubit gates. Randomized benchmarking (RB)
[17, 18] is an alternative protocol for assessing the performance of qubit gates. Randomgate sequences are
applied to the qubit and themeasurement outcome is compared to the expected result to obtain an average gate
fidelity. By observing the survival probability as the number of gates in the sequences are increased, we can
extract an average gate fidelity which is independent of SPAM. The downside to this protocol is that it outputs a
single benchmark for qubit gate performance, without providing further insight into qubit characteristics and
the nature of the errors. In order to performqubit optimization using RB, it is necessary to perform lengthy
parametric sweeps of the average gatefidelity, in order tofind the optimal set of qubit parameters thatmaximizes
the gate performance [7, 10, 13].

Gate set tomography (GST) [19] is a tool for characterizing logic operations in a qubit system. By analysing
carefully constructed experiments consisting of state preparation, quantumoperation sequences, and
measurements, it self-consistently characterizes the experimental system.GST operates withminimal
assumptions about physical characteristics of the system; it outputs a set of logical gate operators—a gate set—
thatmodels the behaviour of the device. Characteristics of the system relevant to quantum information
processing can be directly extracted from the gate set, such as rotation angles, relaxation and dephasing rates,
andRBdecay rates. By computing the goodness of a GSTfit (i.e. howwell themodelfits the experimental data),
one reveals any deviation in the behaviour of the device from an ideal qubit system. The protocol was
conceptually conceived from the fundamental ideas of self-consistentQPT [20], fromwhichwe developed the
techniques to implement its current capabilities. GST has been implemented in an ion-trap qubit [19], to prove
that it is a practically feasible protocol; andmore recently in a solid-state charge qubit [16], as ameans to extract
the processfidelity of the qubit gates.

Here we reveal another layer in the capabilities of GST, bymaking use of its high-accuracy gate
characterization to optimize the performance of a solid-state spin qubit.Wefirst describe the physical system
and the experimentalmethods used to perform aGST analysis of the gatefidelities. Analysing the information
extracted by theGSTprotocol provides uswith an opportunity to further optimize the qubit operation.We then
complement theGST studywith a newRBmeasurement, which highlights the improved gatefidelity obtained
by applying theGSTdiagnostics. Finally, we discuss the current limitations to the accuracy and reliability of GST
and propose futurework to address these limitations.

2.Qubit description and operation

GST is architecture-agnostic, in that it directly characterizes the experimental system in the language of quantum
information processing. Hence, to effectively interpret theGST results to help improve the experiment, it is
necessary to understand the underlying physics, whichwe detail below.

The physical implementation of the qubit logic states—The qubit used in this study is the quantum two-level
system formed by the spin- 1

2
states of an electron bound to a 31P donor, implanted [21] in isotopically purified

28Si [22]. The fabrication and operation of the device has been described in great detail in references [23–27]. The
spin energy states are split by an externally appliedmagnetic field =B 1.550 T. The electron spin is coupled to
the 31P spin- 1

2
nucleus via the hyperfine interactionA=98MHz, resulting in a two-spin, four-level system,

whose eigenstates are the product states of the electron and nuclear spins. The relaxation rate of the nuclear spin
is orders ofmagnitude smaller than the electron relaxation rate, allowing us to operate on a two-level electron-
spin subsystemwith the nuclear spin ‘frozen’ in an energy eigenstate. The qubit logic states ñ∣1 and ñ∣0 are then
the eigenstates of the electron spin ñ∣ and ñ∣ , respectively.

State preparation andmeasurement are performed via spin dependent tunnelling of the 31P bound electron to
and froma nearby single electron transistor (SET) [23, 24]. For this purpose, an aluminium gate stack is
fabricated on top of an 8 nmSiO2 layer, on the surface of the substrate above the donor. The substrate consists of
a 1 μmepilayer of isotopically purified 28Si with 800 ppm residual 29Si concentration, grown on a natural silicon
wafer [22]. The SET accumulates electrons from +n source-drain regions defined by phosphorus diffusion. The
full device structure—as seen infigure 1—contains the SET, a set of gates (DG) used to control the
electrochemical potential of the donor and an electron spin resonance (ESR) antenna used for qubit state
manipulation [28]. The SET is very sensitive to changes in the electrostatic environment, providing high-fidelity
detection of the charge state of the 31Pdonor. Its electron island also acts as a reservoir towhich the donor is
tunnel coupled. The device is cooled down in a dilution refrigerator to an electron temperature »Te 100 mK.
At this temperature, the thermal broadening of the Fermi sea in the SET island (DEF) ismuch smaller than the
Zeeman splitting (EZ) of the donor spin states. By tuning the donor spin electrochemical potentials (m , )with
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respect to that of the SET island (mSET), such that m m m> > SET , we restrict donor→island tunnelling to a
spin-up electron, and island→donor tunnelling to spin-down electrons [24]. This allows us to perform single-
shot readout and initializationwithfidelities>98%.

The gate set—Logic gates are appliedwith ESR pulses. An oscillatingmagnetic fieldwith amplitudeB1 and
frequency ν, matching the qubit ESR frequency n g= + »B A 2 43 GHz0 e 0 (where g = 28 GHze T−1 is the
electron gyromagnetic ratio), will cause the spin qubit state to rotate coherently between ñ∣ and ñ∣ . The
frequency of rotation n1 and polar angle of the rotation axis θ can be extracted from theRabi formula as

n n n g= - +( ) ( )⎜ ⎟⎛
⎝

⎞
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B
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The x axis in the rotating frame of the qubit is defined by the phase of the firstmicrowave pulse applied to it.
Subsequent pulses can be phase-shifted by an anglejp to achieve rotations about an axis rotated byjp with
respect to x. By controllingB1, the pulse duration tp andjp, we can encode any arbitrary qubit state. The device
contains an on-chip broadband (DC-50 GHz) antenna [28] used to transmit ESR pulses to the qubit. The
antenna is connected to anAgilentE8267D vector signal generator. The∼43 GHzmicrowave signal is
modulated by its internal dual arbitrary waveform generator, which allows precise and simultaneous control of
B1, tp andjp. For the experiments presented here, we use a fixed »B 121 μT and calibrate tp andjp to apply the
desired gate. For the purpose ofGSTwewill characterize two active gates:Gx andGy.Gx corresponds to a p 2
rotation on the x-axis of the Bloch sphere and is implemented by a pulsewith t n=p

-( )42 1
1.Gy is a p 2

rotation on the y-axis of the Bloch sphere and is implemented by an identical pulse asGx, but with a relative
j p= 2p . Taken together these two gates are informationally complete, since they generate the single-qubit
Clifford group. In addition to the active gates, we include the identity gateGi, where no pulse is applied for the
same duration tp 2. This gate characterizes the behaviour of a qubit while it sits idle, waiting for other operations
tofinish in the quantumprocessor. The superoperators corresponding to each of these gates are displayed in
table 1.

The decoherence rates—For the electron spin qubit, the free induction decay andHahn echo decay times have
beenmeasured to be =*T 0.162 ms and =T 12 ms respectively [27]. Under constant driving, the qubit can
maintain its coherence for up to =rT 1.3 s1 [29]. All of these dephasing times are shorter than themeasured
spin-lattice relaxation time »T 3 s1 .

Figure 1.Diagram of qubit device andGSTmodel of a qubit. SEM image of the on-chip gate structure of a device identical to the one
used here. The aluminium gates have been false coloured for clarity. Depicted in red are the source-drain n+ regions which connect
the SET to the currentmeasurement electronics. For initialization andmeasurement, the donor gates are pulsed such that
m m m> > SET , inducing spin-dependent tunnelling between the donor and SET.When applying a gate sequence, theDGare pulsed
to higher voltage to prevent the donor electron from tunnelling to the SET. The inset diagram—zoomed from the approximate donor
location—represents the Bloch sphere of the qubit, consisting on the spin of an electron confined by an implanted 31P donor, with its
nuclear spin frozen in an eigenstate. TheGSTmodel treats the qubit as a black boxwith buttons which allow to initialize (r0), apply
each gate in the gate set (G x yi, , ) andmeasure () in the observable basis ( ñ∣ or ñ∣ ).
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3.Gate set tomography

GST [19] is amethod for characterizing a set of quantumprocesses (gates), state preparation andmeasurement,
simultaneously. GST requires no pre-calibration, and as such stands in contrast to state tomography, which
requires pre-calibrated gates, and process tomography, which requires pre-calibrated SPAM. Furthermore, GST
is able to obtain high-accuracy estimates efficiently,meaning that the number of experiments required to obtain
a given accuracy, scales optimally with the desired accuracy. To useGST, onemust perform a pre-determined set
of experiments. Each experiment consists of (1) state preparation, (2) a sequence of gates, performed one after
another, and (3) ameasurement. Each gate sequence consists of three parts: (1) a short ‘fiducial’ gate sequence,
followed by (2) a ‘germ’ sequence repeated some number of times, followed by (3) another short ‘fiducial’
sequence. Given a set offiducial sequences, a set of germ sequences, and a list ofmaximum lengths (which dictate
the number of times each germ is repeated), the set of all combinations of (preparation fiducial, germ repeated to
max-length,measurement fiducial) gives the complete list of gate sequences required to runGST. Experiments for
each gate sequence are repeatedmultiple times, and the resulting counts ofmeasurement outcomes serve as
input to theGST estimation algorithms. These algorithmsfind the best-fit gate set to the experimental data.
Because the gate set is defined to contain only single-qubit operations, i.e. operations acting on a two-
dimensionalHilbert state space, a gate set cannot capture effects due to additionalHilbert space dimensions. In
particular,memory effects due to the environment, which are an example of whatwe refer to as ‘non-Markovian
noise’, cannot befit by any as-defined gate set. All physical systemswill suffer from some degree of non-
Markovian noise, andGST can detect this by assessing howwell the best-fit gate set is able to reproduce the
experimental data. The Pearson chi-squared test and the likelihood-ratio test are used to quantify the ‘goodness-
of-fit’.

Thefiducial gate sequences and germ gate sequences, which are used to construct thefinal list of experiments
as explained above, depend upon the ideal desired gates. In our case these gates, given in table 1, result in the six
fiducial sequences

{( ) }G G G G G G G G G Gempty , , , , ,x y x x x x x y y y

and eleven germ sequences

{
}

G G G G G G G G G G G G G G

G G G G G G G G G G G G G G G G G

, , , , , , ,

, , , .
x y i x y x y i x i y x i i

y i i x x i y x y y i x x y x y y

Details of howfiducial and germ sequences are computed can be found in the supplementarymaterial of
reference [30].We usedmaximum lengths thatwere increasing powers of two from1 to 256, which are chosen to
include the longest sequences practical on our particular hardware given signal-to-noise and qubit decoherence
considerations. TheGST analysis was performed using the open-source pyGSTi code [32].

4.Optimizing the qubit operationwithGST

Each cycle of initialization, gate sequence andmeasurement was repeated 100times for each of the 2737
sequences constructed for GST. The number of ñ∣ measurement outcomes was recorded for each sequence and
the results were fed back to pyGSTi for analysis. Figure 2(a) shows a plot of the spin-up fraction P for all the
pulse sequences applied. For an ideal qubit, a sequence can have one of three possible P outcomes: 0, 0.5, 1
(since the gates in our gate set consist of p 2 rotations). The high-precision of theGSTprotocol is obtained by
designing sequences that amplify gate errors. This error amplification is evident from the scatter around the
three P values in the experimental dataset. Figure 2(b) shows a table with the estimated gates extracted from
GST, highlighting on separate columns the rotation angle and axis implicit in these gate operators. BothGx and
Gy show rotation angles of p0.478 , which corresponds to a 4.4%under-rotation from the optimal p0.5 . Prior to
the development ofGST,we had optimized the qubit using the RBprotocol [13]. RB returns a value for gate
fidelity but does not provide any characterization of the gates. Therefore, qubit optimization is achieved by
performing sweeps of intuitively chosen qubit operation parameters and searching for the parameter
combinationwhich yields the highest gatefidelity. In the RB study, we analysed gatefidelities for different pulse

Table 1.Target superoperators for the experimental gate set in the Pauli basis, with
ordering i , z , x , y .
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shapes, ESR signal amplitudes and rise times of the pulses.We found amaximumClifford gatefidelity
= ( ) 99.90 2G %for square pulses, with a rise time of 100 ns and =B 121 μT (corresponding to t =p 3 μs).

However, in that studywe did not correctly account for the fact that thefixed rise times imply that the area under
the time-dependent pulse amplitude—which determines the rotation—is not linear with pulse length. This
effect is insignificant for long pulse lengths, but becomesmore noticeable as tp becomes comparable to the rise
time. This calibration protocol was designed to only calibrate tp and, for the rise time and pulse lengths used in
our experiment, tp 2 is 4.4% shorter in rotation than tp 2, as identified byGST.

We corrected the issue by including a separate tp 2 calibration step in the protocol. The data plot in
figure 2(c)—taken after implementing the optimized calibration protocol—shows significantly less scatter in the
data, afirst indication that the gates are closer to the target gates. This is confirmed by theGST results in
figure 2(d), now indicatingGx andGy rotationswithin 0.7%of the target. One of the strengths of GST is that it
supplies severalfigures ofmerit which provide information about the gates on different levels. Relevant to our
gate optimization, the diamondnorm ( à‖ · ‖ ) [31] provides ameasure of distinguishability between two
quantumprocesses. It ismuchmore sensitive to coherent errors when compared to commonmeasures of gate

fidelity. GST extracts à‖ · ‖1

2
between the experiment and target for each gate in the gateset. The values of

à‖ · ‖1

2
can range from0when the processes are completely indistinguishable, to 1when the processes are

maximally distinguishable. The results show a decrease in the Gx y, average à‖ · ‖1

2
from0.036 before

optimization, to 0.0034 after optimization. This order ofmagnitude improvement in à‖ · ‖1

2
indicates that

coherent errors in the gates were reduced by improving the pulse length accuracy.
Further details on the diamondnorm, alongwith all the other figures ofmerit extracted fromGST can be

found in the full reports generated by pyGSTi, supplied in the supplementarymaterial. Additionally, we have
supplied the datafiles constructed from the experiments, alongwith the Python notebook used to generate the
report. Instructions on how to use these files to generate the reports can be found in the pyGSTi project
website [32].

To confirm the improvement in the gate calibration, we performRBusing the optimized calibration
protocol. The RBprotocol was implemented using the sameClifford gate set as in reference [13]. The protocol
tests sequenceswith increasing number of Clifford gatesN. To construct the sequences, a set ofNClifford gates
is selected at random; afinal state ( ñ∣ or ñ∣ ) is also chosen at randomand afinal gate is added to the random
gate sequence such that the spin isflipped to thisfinal state. This sequence is repeated 200 times to compute P .

Figure 2.GST results. (a)Rawdata points obtained after implementing each of the designed gate sequences and repeating them100
times to extract the spin-up proportion P for each sequence.We number the sequences from0 to 2736 as shown in the bottom axis
labels, and they increase in length as shown in the top axis labels. Dashed lines show target outcomes for an ideal qubit. (b)Post-
processedGST results including the gate operators extracted from the data, and the rotation axis and angle implied by these operators.
(c), (d)GSTdata and results after optimizing the pulse length calibration protocol to improve the tp 2 accuracy.

5
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For eachN, 20 different random sequences aremeasured. From the data sets corresponding to eachN, we can
extract the overall probability of recovering the correct state = + -



( ¯ ( ¯ ))( ) ( ) P P0.5 1 , where 

¯( )P is themean

value of P from sequences where the final state was chosen to be ñ∣ ( ñ∣ for 
¯( )P ). ( ) N can then befitted [33]

to

= + ( ) C p 0.5, 3N
0

whereC0 is a constant determined by SPAMerrors and p determines the gate fidelity = +( ) p1 2G . From the
results shown infigure 3, we extract = ( ) 99.942 8G %, setting a new gatefidelity benchmark for the 31P
electron-spin qubit.

5.Non-Markovian noise

The accuracy ofGST relies greatly on the stability of the qubit over the timescale of the experiment. Essentially,
GST assumes that the qubit is ‘the same qubit’when each sequence is being applied. Any slow drift in the
environment will reduceGST’s ability tofit the data using aMarkovianmodel, and thereby reduce the reliability
of its estimates.While GST is able to detect and crudely quantify such non-Markovian noise (e.g. slow drift
results in decreasing goodness-of-fit with increasing sequence length), it is as yet unable to assignmeaningful
error bars to account for this noise. An analysis of the goodness-of-fit fromGST reveals that the experimental
dataset violates the fittedMarkovianmodel by up to 250times the standard deviation returned by thefit (see
supplementaryGST reports formore details). This is a strong indicator that there are high levels of non-
Markovian noise present in the system. As a consequence, we currently observe variabilities in the gate
parameters betweenGST runs, which are larger than the error estimates. This is limiting our ability to optimize
the qubit further. Apparent differences between the results in parameters that do not depend on the rotation
angle (e.g. decoherence rates), are due to these variabilities induced by non-Markovian noise.

We attribute themajority of the non-Markovian noise to jumps on the order of 10 kHz in the qubit
resonance frequency, which happen on timescales on the order of 10 min (figure 4). These jumps likely arise
from single nuclear spin flips from either 29Si or other ionized 31P in the vicinity of the qubit. Recalling (1) and
(2), a shift in the ESR frequencywill cause deviations from the expected Rabi oscillation frequency n1 andwill
cause the instantaneous axis of Rabi rotation to lift away from the equator of the Bloch sphere, i.e. the polar angle
θ of the rotation axis is¹ 90 . However, the azimuthal anglej is not affected by the detuning. Therefore, the
resonance frequency jumpsmainly affect the rotation angle.With theB1 used in our experiments, a 10 kHz
detuningwill cause a∼0.2% error in n1 and a∼4%error in θ. This is well within the accuracy capabilities of GST.

WhileGST andRB are expected to agree towithin their respective error bars on gates withMarkovian errors,
they respond very differently to the slow drift that causes non-Markovian behaviour in the system.Drift in the
qubit resonance frequency produces coherent (unitary) errors in the gates, but ones that vary in time. RB is less
sensitive to coherent errors than current criteria for fault tolerance [34, 35]. Large non-Markovian drifts in
detuning frequency can cause the RBdecay curve to become noticeably non-exponential [12, 33]; however, in
the results presented here this effect is too subtle to observe. GST, on the other hand, is very sensitive to non-

Figure 3.Randomized benchmarkingwith optimized pulse length calibration. Each of the small dots correspond to the P extracted
from 200 repetitions of a sequence; here, red(blue) dots correspond to sequences where thefinal state was chosen to be ñ∣ ( ñ∣ ). Large
black dots correspond to the overall correct recovery probability  as described in themain text. The solid line is a fit to the data using
(3), yielding = ( )C 0.4265 130 and = ( )p 0.99882 16 , corresponding to = ( ) 99.942 8G . The fit is weightedwith the inverse of the
unbiased sample variance at eachN. The dashed line uses p=0.998, corresponding to the previouslymeasured = 99.9G % [13],
scaledwith the sameC0 for comparison.
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Markovian noise—but has nomechanism for it. GSTmisclassifies this kind of non-Markovian noise (caused by
slow drift) as stochastic noise. Therefore, while RB underestimates the total noise, GST overestimates the
stochastic noise. For this reason, simulated RBusing theGST estimated gate set from the optimized system
(figure 2d), predicts an average Clifford gate infidelity of - = ( )1 0.25 2 %G . In contrast, the average Clifford
gate infidelity observed in real RB experiments (figure 3) is - = ( )1 0.058 8 %G . Therefore, whileGST fails to
correctly predict RB, this is a direct consequence of the fact that GST is able to identify non-Markovian noise
(although not tomodel it), and correctly warns that its presence compromises the accuracy of the results.
Comparison ofGST andRB results indicate that non-Markovian effects currently dominateMarkovian
stochastic noise in the system.

It has not been shown that quantum error correction can tolerate the same level of infidelity fromNon-
Markovian as fromMarkovian noise. Therefore, it is important to consider strategies formitigating the effects of
non-Markovian noise in order to use this qubit in a fault-tolerant setting. In all the experiments presented here,
wemonitor and calibrate the resonance frequency of the qubit by performing aRamsey fringe experiment [36]
to determine the detuning frequency. The calibration takes on average∼1 min to complete and is performed
every∼20 min. Increasing the frequency withwhich the calibration is performedwill unmanageably extend the
total experiment duration. A different approach tominimize (but not eliminate) the impact of drift and/or non-
Markovian noise is to interleave the ‘shots’ of eachGST sequence [37]. By performing interleaving, the
measurements are taken in 100 sequence sweeps with 1 single-shot per sequence (or,more feasibly, repeating

N100 sweeps and takingN shots for each sequence during each sweep). Interleavingwould ensure that the data
for each sequence are sampled from the full span of time forwhich the experiment runs. It does not eliminate
non-Markovian behaviour (drift still has a significant impact on long sequences evenwith interleaving), but
would result in amore reliable andmeaningful estimate.However, thismethod is impractical with our current
experimental setup, because themost time-consuming step in the experiment is loading a new sequence onto
the arbitrarywaveform generator, while repeating ameasurement once a sequence is loaded is relativelymuch
faster. Therefore, attempting to perform an adequate amount of interleavingwould unmanageably increase the
total duration of the experiment. Furthermore, this would not address the root of the problem: qubit drift over
time thatwould become problematic when running real quantum circuits.Moving forward, an approach to
correct this non-Markovian noise is to use dynamically corrected gates [38–40], where the gate sequence is
interleavedwith a dynamical decoupling sequence in order to suppress gate errors and decoherence effects from
low-frequency noise sources. This approach has been successfully applied and verified to correct non-

Figure 4. Statistical characterization of random jumps in the qubit resonance frequency. (a)Histogramof the amplitude of the
observed frequency shifts; (b) histogramof the time interval between frequency jumps. This data is obtained from repeated resonance
frequency calibrations over a period of∼40 h. The calibration procedure is described in themain text. To obtain this dataset, a total of
791 calibrations were performedwith 3 min intervals, and a total of 34 frequency jumps above the the thresholdwere recorded. The
sampling rate and total length of the Ramseymeasurement is set such that the frequency resolution of the calibration is 1 kHz and the
maximumdetuning detection is 100 kHz. Themean values of each dataset are: (a) 10 kHz and (b) 28 min. The Pearson correlation
coefficient using the two datasets is- ( )0.2 3 , which indicates little correlation between themagnitude of frequency jumps and the
interval between them.
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Markovian noise usingGST for a trapped-ion qubit [30], which leads us to believe that it would also be successful
here. Another possible solution is to implement aHamiltonian estimation protocol [41], which could
potentially allow us to increase the speed and frequency of the detuning frequency calibration.

6. Conclusion

GST is a protocol designed to characterize and optimize qubit systems. By applyingGST to the 31P electron spin
qubit in 28Si, wewere able to identify a 4.4% rotation error in some of the gates.We improved the calibration
method tofix this error, which in turn improved the average gatefidelity of the qubit from ( )99.90 2 % to

( )99.942 8 %, measured via RB.Non-Markovian noise, originating from small jumps in the resonance frequency
of the qubit, are detected byGST, and limit the performance of the qubit. The use of dynamically corrected gates
should suppress the effects of non-Markovian noise, and should befirst priority for futuremeasurements. This
work demonstrates that GST is capable of characterizing qubit gates to levels not previously accessible through
any other experimental protocol.We envision that GSTwill become an increasingly important tool for
validation and verification of quantum information hardware and protocols, as the communitymoves towards
increasingly complex and high-fidelity gate operations.
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